Text Writer – Egyptologist Old Kingdom specialist

Project: Operation and Management Consultancy for the Grand Egyptian Museum.
Project site: Giza – Egypt

Text Writer – Egyptologist Old Kingdom specialist
The Egyptologist will be involved in but not limited to, the following tasks:

· Advising SCA employees in developing content and accurate artefact information for the Old Kingdom (and preceding periods)
· Advising SCA employees and exhibition designers in exhibition design workshops for the Old Kingdom (and preceding periods)
· Creating exhibition texts (in English) for the Old Kingdom (and preceding periods)
· Organising and leading workshops to help develop skills of SCA employees
· Creating templates and worksheets for SCA employees
· Following up, monitoring, reviewing and advising the SCA about content development outcomes
· Creating reports on weekly and monthly bases regarding their tasks

Qualifications & Skills
· University Degree in Archaeology or other related field
· Additional studies and experience in Egyptology
· Specialized on the Old Kingdom and preceding periods
· Minimum 15 years of certified post-graduation experience in Archaeology, or in Egyptology, or in Museum field.
· Previous experience in Museum Projects
· Excellent command of the English Language
· Excellent communication and computer skills

Please send CVs to Ektor Papanikolaou - EktorPapanikolaou@hillintl.com
Text writer – Egyptologist New Kingdom specialist

Project: Operation and Management Consultancy for the Grand Egyptian Museum.

Project site: Giza – Egypt

Text Writer – Egyptologist, New Kingdom specialist

The Egyptologist will be involved in but not limited to, the following tasks:

· Advising SCA employees in developing content and accurate artefact information for the New Kingdom
· Advising SCA employees and exhibition designers in exhibition design workshops for the New Kingdom
· Creating exhibition texts (in English) for the New Kingdom
· Organising and leading workshops to help develop skills of SCA employees
· Creating templates and worksheets for SCA employees
· Following up, monitoring, reviewing and advising the SCA about content development outcomes
· Creating reports on weekly and monthly bases regarding their tasks

Qualifications & Skills

· University Degree in Archaeology or other related field
· Additional studies and experience in Egyptology
· Specialized on the New Kingdom
· Minimum 15 years of certified post-graduation experience in Archaeology, or in Egyptology, or in Museum field.
· Previous experience in Museum Projects
· Excellent command of the English Language
· Excellent communication and computer skills

Please send CVs to Ektor Papanikolaou - EktorPapanikolaou@hillintl.com